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ABSTRACT

Predicting an electrolyte mixture’s water activity, i.e. the ratio of water vapor pressure over a 
solution with that of pure water, in principle reveals both boiling point and solubilities for that 
mixture. Better predictions of these properties helps support the ongoing missions to concentrate
complex nuclear waste mixtures in order to conserve tank space and improved predictions of 
water activity will help.

A new approach for predicting water activity, the solvation cluster equilibria (SCE) model, uses 
pure electrolyte water activities to predict water activity for a complex mixture of those 
electrolytes. An SCE function based on electrolyte hydration free energy and a standard Debye-
Hückel (DH) charge compression fits each pure electrolyte’s water activity with three 
parameters. Given these pure electrolyte water activities, the SCE predicts any mixture water 
activity over a large range of concentration with an additional parameter for each mixture vector, 
the multinarity. In contrast to ionic strength, which scales with concentration, multinarity is 
related to the relative proportion of electrolytes in a mixture and can either increase or decrease 
the water activity prediction over a broad range of concentration for that mixture. 

INTRODUCTION

Many-component electrolyte mixtures represent complex chemical systems with multiple 
ion-water and ion-ion interactions. Models that predict water activity (i.e. water vapor 
pressure) and electrolyte solubilities [1, 2] normally rely on very elaborate empirical fits 
to a measured solubility with a large number of parameters. As a result, there is often 
very little physical insight and such models do little more than interpolate measured 
solubilities.

The solvation cluster equilibria (SCE) approach incorporates a very physical basis with 
few parameters into its model. In spite of having few parameters, the SCE model appears 
to show predictive value for quite complex mixtures without the need for extensive sets 
of interaction parameters. In particular, the SCE shows that it can predict vapor pressure 
for boil-downs of complex mixtures of electrolytes.

The SCE describes solvation for an electrolyte X by means of a solvation cluster 
equilibrium with a fractional water as

X.H2On  +  1/n H2O  < >  1/n X.H2On*n…H2O (Eq. 1)

with an equilibrium constant

Kh
n  =  [X.H2On*n+1] / ((1-x1)

n aw) (Eq. 2)
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Kh is equilibrium constant for hydration eq 1
x1 is the water mol fraction 
X.H2On = (1-x1) is the electrolyte mol fraction
X.H2On*n+1 is the mol fraction of water bound to n solvation clusters of n waters 
each
n is the fractional hydration order for solvation cluster X.H2On

aw is the activity of water

Thus, each electrolyte is bound to n waters as a cluster and those clusters then bind whatever free 
water that is left over as in Fig. 1. With this approach, water activity is simply reduced from the 
water mol fraction x1 by the fraction of electrolyte clusters X.H2On*n+1 as

aw =  x1  (1 - X.H2On*n+1) (Eq. 3)

this sets the cluster water activity to

X.H2On*n+1  =  1 – aw / x1 (Eq. 4)

Fig. 1. Depictions of solvation cluster with either fractional weakly bound water to one cluster or 
as a water weakly bound to n ion clusters of n sites each.

This simple model lends itself to straightforward predictions of even complex mixtures of 
electrolytes.

METHODOLOGY

Predicting water activity involves four fundamental solvation phenomena [3]: 

1) Colligative, the dilution of species due to atomicity;

–ion association reduces atomicity;

2) Ion hydration, the bonding of water to ions (inner) and water to those inner waters;

3) Long range electrostatic charge compression, i.e. the Debye-Hückel factor;

4) A mixture of electrolytes has single multinary factor, Qf, depending on proportion of 
ions and due to long-range coupling of electrostatic and ion hydration forces;

Colligative effects provide a basis for so-called ideal solution predictions and for pure 
electrolytes, colligative effects often dominate water activity reduction. Solutions whose water 
activity derives only from water mol fraction are termed ideal. Such ideal solution properties 
scale solely on atomicity or number of species, which is the sum of ions and neutrals. Dissolution 
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of electrolytes or any species in water decreases water activity by simple mol fraction or 
colligative effects. 

Ion hydration involves both strong and weak binding of water. Inner ion hydration is usually due 
to strong binding between ion and water, i.e. binding that is significantly stronger than water 
binds to itself. Secondary or outer shell hydration is usually due to weak binding between ion
inner and outer waters although some ions can have weak inner shell binding as well. Often outer 
hydration is termed an intermediate range force [2] since it acts at a distance from the parent ion. 
However, the SCE approach focuses on an average of all weakly bound waters associated with 
both inner and outer shell ion hydration. Weakly bound water is that water bound to ions with 
strength on the same order as water is bound to itself.

Long-range forces between unlike ions results in a compressive solvation force and such unlike-
ion attraction or Debye-Hückel (DH) charge compression acts over a long range as in Fig. 2. The 
DH charge compression necessarily decreases ion free energy, increases electrolyte solubility, 
and therefore increases water activity.  Like water from a sponge, DH compression impacts ion 
hydration indirectly by affecting solution free energy. As a result, DH charge compression does 
not depend on the nature of ion hydration, only on ion charges and separation. 

Fig. 2. Debye-Hückel charge compression squeezes water out of a solvation sphere thereby 
increasing water activity for a mixture. That water comes from those weakly bound in the 
electrolyte solvation sphere and therefore reduces the amount of bound water. However, the 
number and binding strength of sites does not change.

Each of the two system activity factors, DH charge compression and ion hydration, are averages 
for an entire electrolyte mixture. These two factors average differently but are both linked to the 
same water activity and its derivatives with composition. This different scaling of long range 
coupling of system variables results in a mixture correction, Qf, termed mixture multinarity. 

There is also short-range ion-ion interaction, i.e. ion association, which can also be important. 
For example, sodium phosphate is highly associated [4] showing an effective range of ν 
(colligative factor or ion number) from 1.7 to 2.2 instead of 4.0 expected for complete 
dissociation. Sodium phosphate and other electrolyte associations do not appear to change 
significantly over the range of sodium in Hanford concentrates, 5.0 to 12.0 m. Therefore the SCE 
accounts for ion association by adjustment of ν for the colligative effect but SCE does not scale ν 
with composition.

Predicting water activity in Hanford electrolyte solutions needs to consider all these effects: 
colligative, electrolyte hydration, Debye-Hückel charge compression, and multinarity. Since 
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colligative and multinarity effects account for much of ion-ion interaction, the SCE model does 
not include additional ion association parameters for these mixtures. This neglect is not always 
appropriate for all electrolyte mixtures but seems to work quite well here. 

The SCE model regresses each pure electrolyte water activity to a function of three SCE 
parameters, Ki, ni, and i, and then each electrolyte mixture vector has a Qf. The parameters Ki

and ni are the equilibrium constant and hydration order for weakly bound water, i is the 
electrolyte colligative factor (or ion number), and Qf is the multinarity for a given mixture 
vector.

(Eq. 5)

(Eq. 6)

(Eq. 7)

mi is the molality of electrolyte i
fi =  xi  / (1-x1)  is the mol electrolyte fraction of electrolyte i
DH is defined by Eq. 7 as the effective DH factor
A = 1.1723 at 25 C is the dimensionless Debye-Huckel constant
zi+, zi- are the formal ion charges for electrolyte i
Ii is the ionic strength factor for electrolyte i, Ii = (zi+

3 + zi-
3) / (zi++ zi-)

n = Σ fi ni is the average hydration order for an electrolyte mixture

Table I. SCE parameters for listed electrolytes. [Δgh = -RT ln(Kh), T = 298.15 K]

Electrolyte Kh n eff
Δgh

kJ/mol

ΔGsol
a

kJ/mol

NaOH 7.53 6.14 2.46 -5.00 -39.6

NaAl(OH)4 5.78 6 2.00 -4.35 -33.2b

Na2Al2O(OH)6 7.61 7.0 3.00 -5.03 -64.4b

NaCl 7.49 4.21 2.00 -4.99 -9.07

Na2CO3 9.4 12.61 3.00 -5.56 -4.93

NaNO2 4.58 3.11 1.85 -3.77 -9.47

NaNO3 9.09 11.53 1.69 -5.47 -6.14

Na2SO4 5.17 6.05 1.90 -4.07 7.60

Na3PO4 9.75 6 1.70 -5.64 -15.7
a Literature values except as indicated.
b Estimated.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows an SCE regression with measured [4] NaOH aw along with the ratio of that 
prediction and measurement. Also shown are the SCE aw upon setting DH = 1, i.e., setting the 
DH free energy to zero, is the ion hydration equilibrium alone reduces water activity 
significantly. This shows the ion hydration balance with DH compressive force that results in the 
observed water activity for NaOH. 

Fig. 3. Measured water activity (aw, x) versus regressed SCE aw for NaOH, left scale, and the 
ratio pred./meas. (right scale, o). Also shown are SCE aw predictions for NaOH with DH = 1 (aw, 
+), i.e., setting DH charge compression free energy to zero, and ideal aw for neutral and 1:1 
electrolyte.

Figure 4 shows the SCE fits for the electrolytes NaNO3 and Figs. 5-7 show combinations of 
electrolytes NaOH, NaNO2, and NaAl(OH)4. The SCE function represents the water activity of 
these electrolytes over the ranges of their respective solubilities with just three parameters for 
each electrolyte shown in Table I. For the mixtures, a multinarity provides a final adjustment for 
each mixture vector. Since the SCE model is physically based on reaction orders and free 
energies, even though each electrolyte has a limited solubility range, the SCE function still 
presents a reasonable albeit approximate aw over a very wide molality range.

The multinarities vary between 0.5 and 1.5 and depend only on the relative amounts of 
electrolytes, not on their concentrations. Thus unlike ionic strength, which has a well-defined 
role in predicting electrolyte activity for mixtures, the multinarity has an equally important 
alternate role in predicting water activity for electrolyte mixtures within the SCE. Accurate water 
activity predictions for a mixture necessarily mean accurate predictions of solution free energy 
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from the Gibbs-Duhem integration. Given a mixture free energy, the solubilities of each 
electrolyte then follow.

Fig. 4. The measured (x) versus SCE regressed water activities for NaNO3 as function of 
molality, and the ratio pred./meas. (right scale, o). Note that the effective ion number differs 
from that of the fully dissociated 1:1 electrolyte. Also shown are SCE aw predictions for NaOH 
with DH = 1 (aw, +), i.e., setting DH charge compression free energy to zero, and ideal aw for 
neutral and 1:1 electrolyte.

Fig. 5. Plot showing reported aw [4,5] and SCE aw. The SCE NaOH and NaNO2 were those of 
pure electrolytes while aluminate monomer and dimer SCE parameters were regressed to this 
and other data. 
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Fig. 6. Plot showing results of comparing reported aw [6] versus SCE predictions for mixtures of 
NaOH and NaNO2. The SCE parameters were those for the pure electrolytes with multinarity Qf

= 1.0 for the mixture.

Fig. 7. Plot showing results of comparing reported aw [7] versus SCE predictions for 
NaOH/NaAl(OH)4 aluminate solutions over a wide range of molal Na. NaOH SCE was for pure 
NaOH while aluminate monomer and dimer parameters were those reported [5].

Finally Fig. 8 shows a boil-down curve for a very complex electrolyte mixture [8]. This 
evaporation resulted in solution concentration up to point A, precipitation of small amounts of 
solids from A to B, and large amounts of solids after point B. The region A to B corresponds to a 
multinary factor of 0.72 and represents concentration of the solution from 6.2 to 8.4 molal with 
relatively small amounts of solids. Despite the complexity of this solution, the SCE represents 
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the water activity in this range. After point B, large amounts of solids precipitate and the slurry 
water activity changes much more slowly.

Fig. 8. Plot showing results of water activities for fractional crystallization of waste concentrates
[8].

The term multinarity comes from the materials science of solid solutions and represents mixtures 
beyond ternary points, i.e. points or regions in a phase diagram where more than three phases 
coexist. A ternary point is invariant in a two dimensional phase diagram for an electrolyte 
solution where two solids are in equilibrium with that solution. Phase diagram points or regions
where more than two solids coexist with solution are multinary points and those multinary points
uniquely define a solution vector.

Concentration of a solution vector as in Fig. 8 eventually ends up at its multinary point, A, where 
many solids coexist. In this paper each multinary factor, Qf, is simply adjusted to fit the water 
activity. However, there does appear to be systematic behavior in the Qf among solutions and 
work is progressing to better predict multinaries from first principles.

SUMMARY
The SCE model predicts water activity for complex electrolyte mixtures based on the water 
activities of pure electrolytes. Three parameter SCE functions fit the water activities of pure 
electrolytes and along with a single multinarity parameter for each mixture vector then predict 
the mixture water activity. Predictions of water activity can in principle predict solution 
electrolyte activity and this relationship will be explored in the future. Predicting electrolyte 
activities for complex mixtures provides a means of determining solubilities for each electrolyte.

Although there are a number of reports [9, 10, 11] of water activity models for pure and binary 
mixtures of electrolytes, none of them compare measured versus calculated water activity for 
more complex mixtures. 
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